Lesson 11 – Clothes
Welcome to lesson 11! This week, we are going to teach you words related to
clothing. The words themselves are pretty easy to learn, however, the way you use
the verb ‘wear’ is very different than it is from English. This will be a shorter lesson
than usual as the words for this topic are easy to explain and grasp. =

Basic Words for Clothing (Next page)
(track 11-1)

a. 옷

clothes

b. 모자

hat

c. 코트

coat

d. 자켓

jacket

e. 벨트

belt

f. 바지

pants

g. 반바지

shorts

h. 청바지

jeans

i. 치마

skirt

j. 셔츠

shirt

k. 티셔츠

t-shirt

l. 신발

shoes

m. 구두

dress shoes

n. 양말

socks

o. 안경

glasses

p. 선글라스

sunglasses

q. 반지

ring

r. 귀걸이

earrings

s. 목걸이

necklace

t. 팔찌

bracelet

u. 팬티

underwear (male and female)

Verbs for Wearing Clothes
Now as we said in the intro for this lesson, unlike English, there is more than one
word for the verb wear, and it depends on what article of clothing you are referring
to.
Let’s take a look and then let’s break them down one by one:
(track 11-2)

a. 입다
b. 신다
c. 쓰다
d. 매다
e. 메다

f. 끼다
g. 차다
h. 벗다

for clothes such as shirts, pants, skirts,
and sweaters
for things you wear on your feet like
shoes and socks
for items you wear on your head like
hats and glasses
for things you can tie or fasten like ties
and scarves
for things you can wear on your
shoulders or back like backpacks or
bags
for things you can wear on your hands
or fingers like rings or gloves
for things you wear around your limbs
like watches and belts
to take off anything

Now, let’s break down each one.

입다
This is the general term for when you want to use the verb wear for clothing. Since
you’re just learning these verbs, you may forget them. However just like with counters
from the previous lesson on numbers, if you use the verb 입다 for an item of clothing
that requires another verb, most people will understand you. Some may even gently
correct/remind of on the correct verb to use.
(track 11-3)
a. 코트 입다 = to wear a coat
b. 셔츠 입다 = to wear a shirt
c. 스웨터 입다 = to wear a sweater

신다

(track 11-4)
This verb is used for things you wear on your feet. Socks, shoes, slippers, boots, and
even flippers for scuba diving. I found this to be this easiest of the wear verbs to
remember since you have to put on shoes every day.
a. 신발 신다 = to wear shoes
b. 부츠 신다 = to wear boots
c. 샌들 신다 = to wear sandals

쓰다
(track 11-5)
You may or may not have seen this verb in other contexts. It can also mean to use, to
stand, or to write. In the clothing context of things, it is used with clothing and items
you can put on your head.
a. 모자 쓰다 = to wear a hat
b. 안경 쓰다 = to wear glasses
c. 마스크 쓰다 = to wear a mask

매다
This is used for things you can tie or fasten.
(track 11-6)

a. 스카프 매다 = to wear a scarf
b. 넥타이 매다 = to wear a tie

메다

It’s sometimes easy to get this verb and the previous ‘매다’ confused with each other.
The spelling is similar and they sound basically the same (in recent years, the ㅔ and
ㅐ sounds in Korean are considered nearly identical in spoken language). It’s used
for things you sling on your back.
(track 11-7)

a. 책가방 메다 = to wear a backpack

끼다
This verb is for anything you can wear on your hands or fingers like rings, gloves, or
mittens.
(track 11-8)
a. 반지 끼다 = to wear a ring
b. 장갑 끼다 = to wear gloves

차다
This verb is for things you wear around your limbs like belts or watches.
(track 11-9)
a. 벨트 차다 = To wear a belt.
b. 손목시계 차다 = to wear a wristwatch

벗다
Finally, we come to this verb. It means to take off, and luckily, this can be applied to
all items of clothing so no need to learn another 7 verbs for this action.
(track 11-10)

a. 안경 벗다 = to take off your glasses
b. 신발 벗다 = to take off your shoes
c. 모자 벗다 = to take off your hat
*Quiz on next page*

